An Innovative, Modern Program
The semester offering focuses on cybersecurity, information warfare, and the roles of new and social media. The summer session takes a broad but intensive approach looking at these security issues as well as at maintaining healthy ecological, legal, demographic, entrepreneurial, and civic environments. More info at SRAS.org/security.

Why Security Studies?
From government to the private sector, an understanding of security concerns, be it economic, political, or cyber, is a valuable asset. Degree programs in Security Studies are proliferating, particularly at the graduate level. Undergrad students can leverage study abroad in this field for grad school applications as well as employment.

WHY POLAND?
Poland is one of the EU’s most vocal members on foreign policy and security issues. It offers rich history and an inviting international outlook. SRAS programs at Collegium Civitas, a top-rated non-public university that has established itself well within Warsaw’s local civil society, focus on new media, security studies, democratization, and Jewish studies.
This semester offering examines current issues such as cybersecurity, information warfare, and how new and social media are changing the face of modern democracies. It also offers a look at a case-study of one of the worst security failures of modern history: the Holocaust.

SEMINARS:
- New Media and Society
- Cybersecurity & Information Strategies
- Jewish Studies

ELECTIVES:
- New Media and Democracy: Case Studies
- New Media in Socio-Political Context
- Theory of Information Strategy
- Cyberspace as a New Security Domain
- Terrorism & Other Threats to Int’l Security
- Holocaust and Genocide
- Polish Language
- Professional Internship
- Research Project
- And more...

Cost: Costs charged per course. See site for details.
Dates: Specific dates vary by courses chosen. Ranges from late May to mid August. See site for details.
Apply by: April 1 of same year.